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PIPE TROUBLESHOOTING CHART
Problem
Leaking pipe

Possible Cause

Solution

1. Joint not watertight.

1. Tighten threaded joint, if possible. Apply
epoxy paste to joint. Have a plumber
disassemble and resolder sweat-soldered
joint in copper pipe or tubing or cut out
and replace joint in plastic pipe.

2. Hole in pipe.

2. Repair by patching hole, using best
available method, or replace section of
pipe. If section is inaccessible, a plumber
can disconnect it from system and route
new section of pipe.

3. Burst pipe.

3. Immediately turn off water at main
shutoff. Repair or replace pipe or joint.
Avoid electrical shock due to contact
between electrical devices or equipment
and water.

Pipe drips, but there
is no leak

1. Condensation.

1. Apply insulation to pipe.

Noise in pipes—hot
water only

1. Steam causing rumbling in hot-water
pipes.

1. Turn down thermostat setting on water
heater or replace thermostat.

2. Pipe creaks against surroundings from
expansion and contraction.

2. Rehang pipe on slip hangers or in larger
notches or holes.

Water makes sucking
noise when draining

1. Improper venting.

1. Clean roof vent. If there is no vent, add
antisiphon trap.

Hammering noise
when water is shut off

1. Air chambers waterlogged.

1. Shut off and drain supply line to allow air
to reenter air chambers.

2. No air chamber.

2. Install air chamber.

Banging noise while
water is running

1. Loose pipe.

1. Track down loose pipe and brace,
cushion, or strap it.

No water supply

1. Frozen pipes.

1. Open faucets. Start at closest point to
faucet and work back.

2. Main shutoff valve closed.

2. Open main shutoff valve.

3. Broken or closed main.

3. Call water department.

4. Well pump failure.

4. Check and repair pump.

of heavy rubber from an old inner tube and a C-clamp.
Another possibility is to use a hose clamp with the
rubber patch. Factory-made kits contain a rubber pad
that goes over the hole in the pipe and metal plates that
compress the rubber pad over the hole. A quick and easy
way to stop a leak, the patch kit can even be used on a
permanent basis if the pipe is otherwise sound.
Other quick and easy temporary measures for
stopping pipe leaks include wrapping waterproof tape
over the bad spot and rubbing the hole with a stick of
special compound. Applying epoxy paste to the leak or
inserting a self-tapping plug into the hole are other

alternatives. When using waterproof tape, be sure to dry
the pipe thoroughly before you start wrapping. Start the
tape about two to three inches from the hole and extend
it the same distance beyond. For tiny leaks in pipes, use
a compound stick available at most hardware stores.
Simply rub the stick over the hole to stop the leak. It can
even stop small leaks while the water is still running in
the pipe. Epoxy paste can be applied only to dry pipes,
and the water must be turned off.
The problem with all of these solutions is that a pipe
that’s bad enough to spring one leak often starts leaking
in other places too. You may ﬁx one spot only to see the
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